December
Take and Make
December
Take and Make

2 - 10 inches long of ribbon
2 - 6 inches long of ribbon
1 smaller ribbon
1 Christmas ball
1 tinsel stick

Apply a thin line of glue to the edge of each section of wired ribbon, fold in half, pinch with fingers and gather to create loops.
Turn ornament upside down and attach one large ribbon loop to the ornament cap with the glue gun. The ornament becomes the head of the angel.

Attach the two small loops across the back to create wings.

Adhere the second large loop on top of the wings.

Bend tinsel stick into a circle, twist to secure and bend straight piece down to create the angel’s halo. Attach to the back of the angel’s head with the glue gun and glue sticks.

Tie a accent bow with the small ribbon and then glue to angel’s neck.